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1. Introduction
In this paper we shall study the sustaining surface of an orthogonal conjugate net immersed in a space of four dimensions . We set up a defining system of partial differential equations. Associated with each point of the surface
is a unique plane containing all of the normals to the surface. We define certain unique normals and pairs of normals to the surface and characterize
them geometrically. For this purpose we study the sustaining surfaces of the
orthogonal projections of the given net on certain geometrically defined
spaces of three dimensions. We call these surfaces normal projection surfaces.
A normal determines a unique normal projection surface. Among the normal projection surfaces there are two, one possessing maximum total curvature, the other minimum total curvature. The normals determining these particular projection surfaces are perpendicular. We have called them the principal normals. An analogue is given of the well known theorem that if a line
of curvature is a geodesic it is a plane curve.
Let the curves of the given orthogonal conjugate net Nx be taken as the
parametric curves. The non-homogeneous cartesian coordinates (xx, x2, x3, xi)
of the point x on the given surface Sx will therefore satisfy the equations

We shall call the plane containing all of the normals to Sx at x the normal
plane to Sx at x. Select in the normal plane two perpendicular lines X and p.
with direction cosines (Xi, X2,X3,X4) and (px, p2, p3, pi) respectively. It follows
that the function? X and p, satisfy the equations

X X*u= 0,
Xx2 = i,

X ^xv = Ó,
Xm2 = i,

X P-Xu
= 0,
Exm-o.

X I***= °.

We see readily that the functions x, X, p satisfy a system of differential

tions of the form
(3)

xuu = axu + ßxv + DxX + D2p,

xvv = yxu + 5xv + 7>i"X + Di' p,
* Presented to the Society, September 13, 1935; received by the editors April 15, 1935.
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\„ = mix, , + Aifi,

ßu = m2xu + A2\,

X„ = niXu + Biß,

ßv = n2xu + B2\,
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wherein

(4)

a = \EJE,

ß = — \E,/G,

a = \EV/E,

b = \GU/G,

7 = - IGJE,

5 = IGV/G,

mi = — Di/E,

Di = X *Xuu,

D2 = X Px™>

D{' = X **»»> Dt" = 23 Px*v,

«i = - D['/G,

mt - - -D2/£,

«i = - Di'/G,

and wherein

E =
The integrability

(Di
*£A£

(5)

/¿?i

X **,

conditions

G = X *»2•

of system (3) are

Di"\

/Dt

+ "g~ / = Dlv + B2D2'

Z?i"\

„

D2"\

^Ev \~E~ + ~G~) = D'v + BlDl'

,,

/Dt

IGul- + — j = Ou + ¿*DÍ ,

D2"\

iGu(- + — \ = D'¿ + AiD'i',

GuiEJE + GJG) + EviEv/E + G./G)

(6)

= 2iE„ + Guu) + 4(010," + D2D¡'),

and
(7)

At, = Bin,

Ai + A2 = 0,

2. Power series expansions

Bi + B2 = 0.

for the surface

If we use the tangent lines to Cu and to C„ and the lines X and ixfor the axes
of a local system of reference, we find that the coordinates of a point y with
general coordinates (yi, y2, y3, y*) will have local coordinates (|i, £2, £3, £4) defined by the expression
, .

i\xu

(8)

ym,

£2xv

+ —+

—

+ &

+ &.

Let y be a point on 5X with curvilinear coordinates (w+Aw, d+Az>),where
(m, ») are the curvilinear coordinates of x. The coordinates of y are of the form
(9)

y =

x +

xuAu

+

HxuuAu2

+

2xuvAuAv

+

xvvAv2)

+

■■■ .

If use be made of (3), (8), and (9) we find that the local coordinates
are defined by the expressions
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íi = Ex'2[Au + i(aAu2 + 2aAuAv + tAi;2) + ■ • ■ ],

|î = Gll2[Av + i(ßAu2 + 2bAuAv + 8Av2) + •••],

t3 = UDiAu2 + Di"Av2) + i[(aDi

+ Dlu + A2D2)Au3 + 3aDiAu2Av

+ 3bDxAuAv2 + (Wx + D'x'v+ B2D2')Av3] + ■ ■ ■ ,
£4 = i(D2Au2 + Di'Av2)

+ i[(«7>2 + 7>2u + ^i7?i)Am3 + 3a7>2A«2Az>

+ 3bD2AuAv2 + (5D2 + D2v + BiDÏ)Avz] + ■■ ■ .
From (10) we find the following expansions
1 7>i

1 Di'

in local coordinates:

1 Diu + A2D2 - 2aDi

£l= 7 7£'" + 7 T(! + 7-¥T--£''
1 aDx + ßD{'

1 bDi' +yDi

2

2

EG112

GE1'2

1 D'x'v+ B2D2 - 2hDx

+ 7-ë»-tf
(ID

+ •"'

1 D2u +
£'= 71 D2
7£'°+ 71 7>2"
7-£' + 7-5*1 aD2 + ßDi'

-f2

EG3'2

AxDx - 2aD2

1 Ô7>2"+77>2

í Í»-W2

CE1'2

1 D2v + BxDx - 25D2

+ 7-w--(f

+ ■-■

Equations (11) may be interpreted as follows. The first of equations (11)
and £4= 0 are the equations of the sustaining surface of the orthogonal projection of the given net on to the S3 determined by the tangent plane and
the normal X. A similar statement holds for the second of (11) and £3= 0. We
shall call these surfaces the normal projection surfaces of Sx determined by X
and by p. respectively, and shall denote them by S\ and S„ respectively.
From (11) we find that the principal radii of normal curvature of S\ are

(12)
and the principal

E
Ä\ = —,
Dx

Ri' =-,

Di'

radii of normal curvature

of £„ are

E
(13)
The total curvature

R2 = —,

Dt

G

G
Ri

=-

Di'

of Sx and S„ are respectively
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DiDl'
EG

(14)

Ki = ——,

and the mean curvatures

DJDi'
EG

are respectively
Di

(15)

K2 =

Di'

D2

AT, =-1-,

Z»2"

M2 = ~-}-

EG

EG

From (6) we observe that the sum of the total curvatures of the normal projection surfaces determined by perpendicular normals is a constant at a point of the

surface.
3. A CANONICAL FORM OF THE DEFINING DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS

Let us now make the transformation

X = A\ + Bß,
(16)

ß = - BX+Aß,

A2 + B2 = 1,

on system (3). The transformation
(16) is equivalent to a rotation of axes in
the normal plane. Let the coefficients of the transformed differential equations be denoted by a, ß, • • • . We find that these new coefficients are given

by the following formulas :
à = a,

(17)

ß = ß,

â = a,

b = b,

f = T,

Di = ADi - BD2,

Di'

= AD[' - BD2",

D2 = BDi + AD2,

Di'

= BD{' + AD2",

Mi = Ami — Bm2,

m2 = Bmi + Am2,

«i = ^4«i — Bn2,

ñ2 = Bni + An2,

Ji = Ai + AUB - ABU,

Bi = Bi + AVB - ABV,

J2 = A2 + ABU - AUB,

B2 = B2 + ABV - AVB.

The total curvature Kx of the surface of normal projection
mined by the expression

d = 5,

Sx is deter-

EGK.1 = iADi - BD2)iAD{' - BD{').
This surface has maximum or minimum total curvature
satisfy the quadratic equation

(18)

if and only if A and B

LA2 - 2MAB - LB2 = 0,

wherein

(19)

L = DiDl' + D['D2,

M = DiD{' - DJDl'.
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Since the product of the roots of (18) as a quadratic in A/B is minus
one, the two normals determined by these roots are perpendicular. We shall
call these normals the principal normals of Sx at x, and the normal projection
surfaces determined by the principal normals, the principal normal projection surfaces. We may state our results in the following form: Through the
point x there exist two normals with the property that the normal projection surfaces determined by them have maximum and minimum total curvatures.
Let us suppose that the transformation
(16) with values of A and B determined by (18) has been effected on the system (3). The resulting differential equations assume a canonical form in which

(20)

DI' = IDx,

Di' = - IDt,

that is, a form for which Z = 0. For this form the normals X and p. are the
principal normals.
From (20) we observe that if one of the principal normal surfaces is isothermic, the other has the same property.

4. Other unique normals
The general coordinates of the principal centers of normal curvature
the surface of normal projection S\ determined by

\ = A\-

of

Bp

are

EiA\-Bp)
(21)

X -\-;

GiA\X+

ADx - BD2

Bp)

AD{' - BDi'

The local coordinates of these points are

AE
(22)

BE

£i = 0,

£2 = 0,

£3 = —-—,
^7>i - BD2

£, = 0,

£2 = 0,

£3 =-£4=->

Í4 =

ADx - BD2

and

AG
(23)

BG

AD{' - BDi'

ADC - BDi'

respectively.
The locus of the centers of principal normal curvature for all normal projection surfaces are therefore straight lines.
The equations of these lines are
£1 = 0,

£2 = 0,

£i = 0,

Ht = 0,

ufo

+ D¿A = E,

DÍ'^3 + DÍ'U=G.
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We shall call these lines the central lines of Sx at x. The central lines of Sx at x
are orthogonal if and only if

(25)

DiD'i' +DJDÍ'

= 0.

Hence the central lines are perpendicular if and only if the total curvatures of
the normal projection surfaces in two perpendicular directions differ only in sign.
Moreover from the integrability condition (6) we observe that if the total
curvatures of the normal projection surfaces of a surface sustaining an orthogonal
conjugate net in perpendicular directions differ only in sign, all such normal
projection surfaces have the same property.
The tangent plane to Sx at x and the osculating plane to the curve Cu at x
determine a space of three dimensions. This space intersects the normal plane
in a line with direction cosines proportional to
(26)

Di\ + D2ß.

A similar statement holds for the curve Cv and the line through x with direction cosines proportional to

(27)

Di'X + Di'ß.

We shall call the lines through * and with directions defined by (26) and (27)
the intersector normals of the curves C„ and Cv respectively. We see readily
that the intersector normals are perpendicular if and only if the central lines
are perpendicular.
If we défine a geodesic as an extremal curve of the integral

f iEu'2 + Gv'2)l/2dt,
we find that the differential
(28)

u'v" - u'V

equation

u' = du/dt,

v' = dv/dt,

of the geodesies on Sx is

= yv'3 - (S - 2a)u'v'1 + (a - 2b)u'V

- ßu'\

Consider now the curve u = u(t), v = v(t) on Sx. We may show very readily
that the equations in local coordinates of the osculating plane of the curve are
G"V(£>i«'2 + 0/'»'%

- E^u'iDiu'2

+ Z>i'V2)£2 + /£, = 0,

G^2v'(D2u'2

-

+ £>2'V2)£2 + /|<

+ DS'V%

£l'V(Z>2«'2

= 0,

wherein
J = u'v" - «'V

- yv'3 + (8 ~ 2a)u'v"1 -

(a -

2b)u'2v' + ßu'K

Hence the osculating plane at the point of a curve on Sx intersects the normal
plane to the surface at the point of the curve in a line if and only if the curve is a
geodesic.
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It follows that the curve Cu is a geodesic if and only if Ev = 0, and Cv is
a geodesic if and only if Gu = 0. Moreover from (6) we see that if the curves
of the given net are geodesies the central lines iand inter sector normals) are perpendicular.
Suppose that in the system (3) the following condition is satisfied :

(29)

A = 7?i7>2" - D2D{' = 0.

If we make the transformation

X =-,

T>iX+ D2p

p = —

iDi + DiY'2

D2\ - Dxp
iDx2+D$yi2

on system (3), we find that the system assumes the form
Xuu =

axu

+

ßxv

+

XuV ~""" ff*tt

I

Xyj) ~~ jXy,

I OXy ~T

iDx2 +

D22y2\,

OX y j

DxDi' +DJDÍ'

_

(7>i2 + D22y2

(30)

iDx2 +D22y>2
Xu=

-

(79i"2+772'2)i/2

X,- - —-,„

, T.

DiB2u - DJlxul
. D1D2u-D2Dx

T

DxD2v - D2Dlvl

^ + L/il+

+ |_7ii+

LV+7V

Df+Df

\ß'

JP)

^ = 0'

pv= 0.

But if use be made of (29) and the integrability conditions (5), we may readily
show that the coefficients of ß in (30) vanish. It follows therefore that a
necessary and sufficient condition that Sx be immersed in a space of three dimensions is that
A = DxDi' - D2D{' = 0.
Or we may say that a necessary and sufficient condition that the surface Sx
be immersed in a space of three dimensions is that the inter sector normals coincide or that the central lines be parallel.
From (17) and (15) we note that the surface of normal projection S\ defined by (16) is a minimal surface if and only if

(31)

Mi = Dx/E + Di'/G = ¿A7i - BM2.

It follows therefore that if two surfaces of normal projection taken in perpendicular directions are both minimal surfaces, all surfaces of normal projection are
minimal, and moreover the surface is a minimal surface immersed in a space of
three dimensions. If not both of Mx and M2 are zero, there exists just one normal
to the surface at x which determines a minimal surface of normal projection.
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The central lines are parallel if and only if (29) holds. Hence if the surface is not immersed in a space of three dimensions the central lines intersect
in a point. This point and the point x determine a unique normal which determines a surface of normal projection which has the point x as an umbilical
point.
Again from (17) we see that there exist exactly two surfaces of normal projection which are developables. The normals determining these developable surfaces have direction cosines proportional to
(32)

D2\ ± Diß,

wherein Di and D2 are the coefficients of the canonical system defined by (20).
We shall call these normals the developable normals. The developable normals
are each perpendicular to one or the other of the intersector normals. The pair
of developable normals and the pair of intersector normals each make equal angles
with the principal normals, and hence are paired in involution with the principal
normals as double lines.

5. Congruences

conjugate

to the given net

A congruence is said to be conjugate to a given conjugate net if the developables of the congruence intersect the sustaining surface of the net in the
curves of the net. It is well known that if a line g generates a congruence G
conjugate to a net, any point y on g generates a surface Sy such that the
tangents to the curves on Sy corresponding to the curves of the given net and
the tangents to the curves of the given net are coplanar.
Let us find the condition that the two-parameter family of lines generated
by X generate a congruence conjugate to Nx. Let y be any point on X. The
coordinates of y are defined by an expression of the form

v = x + \d,

d ^0.

We find readily that
y« — (1 + niid)xu + du(y — x)/d + Aißd,
Vv = (1 + thd)xv + dv(y — x)/d + Bißd.

Hence the lines X form a congruence

G conjugate

to the given net if and

only if
(34)

At - 0,

Bl = 0.

But from (7), we see if (34) is satisfied that ^42= 0, B2 = 0. We see therefore
that if a given normal generates a congruence conjugate to the given orthogonal
conjugate net, the unique normal perpendicular to the given normal also generates
a congruence conjugate to the net.
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The normals X defined by (16) will generate a congruence

conjugate

to Nx

if and only if
Ai = Ai + AUB - ABU = 0,

(35)

Bi = Bi+AVB

- ABy = 0.

If we let
A = cos d,

B = sin d,

we find that (35) may be written in the form
(36)

Ax-du

The integrability

condition

= 0,

Bi-ev

= 0.

of system (36) is

(7 bis)

Au - Bxu = 0.

Hence (36) may be solved by a quadrature. Suppose the transformation
(16)
with A and B determined by (36) has been effected on system (3). The resulting system will be of the same form as (3) with

(37)

Ai**0,

5i = 0,

A2 = 0,

£¡. = 0.

The differential equations (3) characterized
by (37) are left unchanged in
form by the transformation
(16) with constant A and B. We may state our
results in the following form :
All congruences 27 conjugate* to the given orthogonal conjugate net may be
found by quadratures. If each of the lines of a congruence conjugate to the given
net is rotated through the same constant angle in the normal plane at each point
x of Sx, the resulting two-parameter family of lines forms a congruence conjugate
to the net.
Let us suppose that Sx is not immersed in a space of three dimensions.

From (3) we find that
(38)

AX = Di'xuu

- Dtxvv + iyD2 -

Ap = - Di'xuu

aDi')xu

+ DiXvv + iaD{'

-

+ (ÖT>2- ßDi')x„

yDi)xu

+ ißDi'

-

Wi)xv.

If we differentiate the first and last of (3) with respect to u and v respectively,
and use (38) and (3), we find that the four functions x satisfy a system of
third-order differential equations of the form
. „N

xuuu

=

pxXuu

+

qxXw

+

Pix„

Xvw =

p2Xuu

+

q2xvv

+

pi

+

q{xv,

(39)
xu +

qi xr,

wherein qx and p2 are defined by the expressions
* L. P. Eisenhart,

Transformations

of Surfaces, Princeton

University
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Aqi = DiD2u - D2DXu + AX(D? +D22),
{

'

. .

tV'tV

Two of the integrability
the second of (3) are
(41)

t\"t\"

i

r> /t-ï"2

Ap2 = Di D2v - D2 Div + Bi(Di

conditions

qiq2 + qu + qi

= aqu

i

r\"3\

+ D2 ).

for the system composed of (39) and

pip2 + p2u + p{ = bp2.

It follows therefore that the curve Cu is a plane curve if and only if qi = 0,
A 5¿0, and the curve C» is a plane curve if and only if p2 = 0, A^O.
Suppose both Cu and C„ are plane curves. We may write the conditions

<7i= 0 and p2 = 0 in the following form :
d

D2

—- arctan — = — At,
du
Di

(42)

d
D2"
— arctan= — B\.

dv

Di"

It follows from (7) that
(43)

-

02 r

dudvl

D2

Di'!

Dt

D{'J

arctan-arctan-

= 0.

Let the angle between the intersector normals be denoted by /. We may
readily verify that equation (43) may be written in the form

(44)

/„, = 0.

Suppose the congruence of normals X is conjugate to the given net, and
let Cu be a plane curve. We may write the first of (42) in the form

Ii» = 0,
where 7\ is the angle between the intersector normal and the normal X. Hence
the angle between the intersector normal of a plane curve of an orthogonal conjugate net and any line generating a congruence conjugate to the net is a constant
for points on Sx along the plane curve.
The intersector normal corresponding to the curve C„ has direction cosines
X defined by expressions of the form
_

Di\ + D2ß

A — -

(D? +D22Y'2

We find readily that
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qxjDjK-Dxp)

E

iDxDl'

(45)

X„ =-

A(7?i2 + D22)s'2'

+ D2Di')xv

G
[D2Dx„ - DxD2v + B2jDi2 + D22)]jD2\
iDx2 +

This intersector
(46)

normal is therefore conjugate

qx = 0,

- Dm)

D22)3'2

to the given net if and only if

D2Div - DxD2v + B2iDx2 + D22) = 0.

But if use be made of the integrability
be written in the form

conditions

(5) the second of (46) may

AEV = 0.

The intersector normal of a curve of an orthogonal conjugate net on a surface
not immersed in a space of three dimensions generates a congruence conjugate
to the net if and only if the given curve is a plane curve and a geodesic on Sx.
If moreover the central lines are orthogonal the intersector normals of one curve
of the net are parallel as x moves along the other curve of the net.
Michigan State College,
East Lansing, Mich.
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